Jock
I Paul
retires
ON FRIDAY, Noveniber
21, a social was held at
Headquarters to mark the
retirement of Sgt. Jock
Paul of the
Driving
School.
Sgt. Paul is a household
name in police circles
throughout
South East
England. He has served
20 of his 30 years at the
driving school as an
instructor and in the latter
years was senior instructor
and an authority on all
driving matters.
About P70 ex-students
and their wives attended
the social which was
arranged by driving school
staff. There were many
retired instn~ctors there
plus other guests from as
far afield as Guildford,
Bedford, London Airport,
Wisbech and Hertfordshire.
Chief haspector Watson
gave a bag-pipes solo ending with the Gay Cordons
as an encore.
On November 27, the
driving school instructors
held a private dinner to
make their personal farewells to Jock Paul and
presented him with a 11arting gift of a Wolf electric
drill with many attachments.
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MORALE

T H E most serious worry to assail policemen in a good
years, the apparent attack on their pensions, has
i many
still not been dispelled. There can be little doubt that

4 while the uncertainty goes on wastage, premature retire-
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STILL HIGH B
Divisional recruiting inspectors recently met at
Headquarters to consider
ways of attracting recruits.
The chairman, Mr. John
Duke, A.C.C. (P. & I.)
reported that the strength
of the Force was now 10
less than upon amalgamation on April 1, But, he
said, "I have been round
the Force and talked to
the men and 1 can say that
morale is as high as it has
been for a number of
years."

Goodson,.
Mr. Alan
LL.B., Assistant Chief Constable (Admin.), leaves the
Force for 12 months in
January to tahe up his
place on a course at the
Imperial Defence College.
He is the third policeman
ever to attend this course
which is for senior officers
of the Armed Services
and the Civil Service.,
drawn from all parts of the
Commonwealth.

; ment, will not abate.
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And uncertainty there is. When politicians mention

' the subject at all it is to add fuel to the fire. The latest

the Chief

oration came from the Home Secretary, Mr. James Callaghan, speaking at the annual meeting of the Metropolitan Police Branch Boards, at Caxton Hall, during
November.
Dick Pamplin, joint executive committee chairman,
had told the Home Secretary: "1 must ask you to say
to your colleagues in the government, 'Hands off our
pensions'."
could
be done in
Mr. Callaghan sought
reassure the meeting. several ways. The present
thanked the
scheme could he adjusted
tiOn for putting down to take account of the new
some of the wilder rumours social security benefits;
that had been going about' there
be a partial
"There is no truth in them contracting
at all," he said.
Police from out
the of
scheme;
the
He went On: "The or there could be a comgovernment have not Yet bination of the two.
started their proposals on
It will be necessary
occupational schemes. All to consider
the question
that has been said so far of reserved rights of servis rumour The Preparatory ing officers, and there can
work is in hand."
be no intention of alterContinuing, he said: ing benefits earned up to
"One of the main prob- the date on which you
lems . . . is not so much negotiate a new scheme.,,
your pension scheme, but
what is to be your total
Speaking of the review
pension . . . at 65. This which is taking piace of
scheme is obviously going occupational
penSion
to cost more. The aim is schemes, Mr. Callaghan
to receive from both concluded: "When the rel
, schemes . . . broadly the view is completed and state
l same amount as you receive pensions and police peni from the existing scheme.
sions are taken together,
my understanding is that
overall we shall-have an
even better scheme than
we have at the present
¤ time‘‘I intend to take a per-

has in many ways been a difficult year H
R Lof1969
r the Service and for the Force. In the face 1
a Jowly rising tide of disorder, crime and

H

a
H

violence, everyone in the Service has had to
give of his best to maintain the Queen's Peace
among an increaingly critical public. But the
public though critical is far from hostile and
I am sure our efforts are better appreciated
than ever before and this should be an
encouragement to all policemen to continue
to show in the year to come the same loyalty
to the Service and devotion to duty.
The Force has had its problems - the
operational
and
administrative
burdens
continue to increase more quickly than the
numbers of staff. A greater load is placed on
each individual and the response had been
very good. We have had some teething troubles
following the amalgamation of the two forces
but they have been comparatively insignificant.
With goodwill these should disappear in a very
short time.
1 thank everyone - police officers,
civilian stafl and members of other organisations and services connected with us - and
wish all a very happy Christmas and a contented and prosperous New Year.
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Four desert songbirds..

sonal interest in this matter. We will have to see,
as the details are published, just what the result
is."

No clearer

Serge;~ot ".lockw Paul ha5 retired after 30 year\ in the Force.
O n November 21 a party win
held :tt hcadauarter5 to mark hi\
departure from the clrivir~gschool
where his expert knowledge o f
police driving has bern put to
exceilent use for many years. Hr
is picturcd here s t a n d i ~ ~ by
g the
skid pan, upon which he showed
erc*st c.unc.rtisc* : ~ n r i rlc*rnc~nctretc-d "..L

Song." Pictured here are four of the principals, from
the left, Pat Reader, ex-p~lic~womanat Basildon;
Syivia Dalby, 18 years old, guest star of the society; and
two C.1.D. wives Julie Cordery and Sue Bragg. Male

. . . or Desert Song birds
to be more correct
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This will have done little
to allay policemen's fears.
The preoccupation with
what policemen are to receive at 65 is shared by
every policeman, but they
are more concerned with
what they are, or are not,
to receive when compulsorily retired at 55.
Many policemen are not
impr~ssed by the term
"part~al contracting out."
Tension on this sore point
will not be reduced until
firm proposals indicate by
what percentage policemen
may contract out and by
what percentage this option
will reduce the benefits.
Mr. Callaghan says there
can be no intention of
altering benefits earned
so far. But what does
"earned" mean? Does this
mean that policemen with
25 vears in. who have- se-.
curid a pension will still
get it but that others will
not'?
In that case: "What
about the nnnr devil with

THE
COUNTY
PROSECUTING
SOLICITOR

TO M A N Y of ns, Mr. 'I'. Ilamhrey Jones appears to he something
of an unapproachable figure sitting at the head of the County
Prose~utin~~Solicitors'
Department: however, when asked if he
would consent to being the subject of "Portrait" and later, when
Mainly for Wives
interviewed for this article, one of the points he wished to
emphasise was that this myth should he dispelled.
Although indigenous to South Staffordshire he spent most of
THE problem of police officers resigning prematurely his earlier
in Sussex, his
having retired to Bognor Regis
is not going t0 be solved by sending Out questionnaire^ whilst the young Hambrey J~~~~ was still of school age. Having
in highly technical terms or by issuing them with completed his schooling at Chichester High, Mr. Hambrey Jones
couturier designed uniforms, most like the uniforms they was articled to the Clerk to the Bognor Regis Urban District

already wear, or would if they were tailored to tit
prope;ly. ~ n y o n ewho really wants to find out what our
husbands find w trying about their job could do w)
quite simply, and they could start by looking at the
reports of Princess Anne's visit to Chelmsford, ostensibly
to open the new Cadet School; it must have been very
nice for the few cadets who met Her Royal Highness,
but I wonder how the others felt about it ? It seems that
the powers that be are so concerned with outward
shows of interest and concern that they are not seeing
the wood for the trees. It is not the things that show,
but rather the things that people outside the .job do not
know about like pay, promotion, overtime, holidays and
housing.
- " I- know that this is no ereat revelation but I
believe that it is possible to impr(yve the situation in at
least some of these directions if the will is really there.

1"

1942 he volunteered for
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greater part of the ensuing
three years as an aircrew membe' of No. 4 Group, Bomber
Command, based i n Yorkshire.
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recalls with some amusement
one alarming experience whilst
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tions being focused on the
intended tareet below nobodv
noticed that one of their fellow

tctE&::

~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ ~ - i
from a higher revel. Wheiher
view (,f the inconvenience
bomb-aimer in the second
caused I think that this the
aircraft was unusually misshould be paid overtime chevious, a bad shot or simolv
in most cases.
I had his eyes closed will ne&
Every year when the be known - suffice to say he
succeeded releasing his load
leave rota goes up there of
500 pound bombs in a neat
are weeks of niggly back- pattern around the unsuspectbiting and awkwardness; ing aircraft below.
this r s a ridiculous situaThe maintenance of air
tion. I t should be auite silence
mattered little in the
A

As the teachers, tiremen
and ambulance men have
now succumbed t o the
n a t i o n a l blackmailing
policy of striking, policemen must be about the
one body of people who
are unable to employ this
method of getting their
own way, so of course they
have to wait and wait.
Pron~otion is slow, too,
and it often seems as if
the method used to select
the lucky few is nothing
more up-to-date than a
pin ! Overtime is another
bone of contention. Time
off in lieu of pay for
overtinze is an accepted
part of the job if it comes
before or after a normal
duty period, but the time
off should be taken when
it is required, not when
it suits others. Compulsory overtime to attend
lectures in the evening,
sometimes for many weeks,
is another matter and in
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ensuing few minutes - even
without the help of a sophisticated mechanical aid, the whole
squadron
were
apparentlv
summer holidays could l aware of the near disastrous
be allotted m&re fairly. error from the ribald remarks
the indignant crew'
Choice of holiday dates
Returning unscathed to-civvyshould
a points street,"
i n 1946 Mr. Hambrey
System based on the length Jones resumed his duties with
of service, number of the Bognor Regis Council
children froln fiveto nine, where he became qualified as
number from nine upwards a
There then followed periods
and still at school, and
with both the Hastings and
whether his wife is working Wallasey County
Borough
and they have young Councils before appointment
children. I have not got as. Deputy Prosecuting Solicitor
with the Kent County Council.
space here to
On January 1, 1959, Mr.
exactly how this would
work, but I am sure that Hambrey Jones succeeded Mr.
Emrys Morgan as County
this type of
is Prosecuting Solicitor with the
(See Back I'age Col. 6)
Essex County Council on the

Relaxing in the Welsh mountains.
former's transfer to Birmingham: this position he has
obviously held to date, being
redesignated "Chief Prosecuting
Solicitor" when the Essex and
Southend-on-Sea Constabularies
amalgamated on April 1,1969.
A married man, with two
grown - up children, Mr. Hambrey Jones's leisure activities
revolve almost entirely around
the "outdoor life." An ardent
touring caravaner, he has spent
many holidays both in the
United Kingdom and on the

Continent - he has never,
however, had the urge to revisit the scenes of carnage
wrought by his squadron in
bygone years. He likes nothing
more than to find a quiet
beauty spot where he and his
wife can walk unimpeded by
the blare of modern day living,
enjoyine
that
relaxed yet
strangely exhilarating inner
glow that only lovers of the
countryside experience.
Mr. Hambrey Jones is of the
opinion that co-operation be-

tween his office and the police
is generally excellent - marred
only, he feels, by the false
image mentioned in the first
paragraph. He would like to
see far more liaison with his
office from the "workers" in
our midst - when an officer,
no matter how new to the job,
has difficulties and queries that
can be successfully answered
only by Mr. Hambrey Jones's
staff then they should not
hesitate to avail themselves of
the facility afforded. He also
urges that when an officer hears
a witness deliberately misleading the court, he should at once
tell the advocate and not
casually mention it at the end
of proceedings: also he would
like to see officers arriving at
court some half an hour early
in order to confer with the
prosecution advocate on difficult points, doubtful witnesses,
etc. It is embarrassing, to say
the least, for a prosecuting
solicitor to open having seen
no sign of the officer in the
case, call his first witness and
hear the usher's reply "Not
here your Worship."

Staff
problem
Another matter that concerns Mr. Hambrey Jones is
that of calling upon the services
of advocates not employed by
the County Council.
Of necessity, his advocate
staff of nine solicitors being
at present depleted to seven,
he has to instruct outside
barristers and solicitors for day
to day Magistrates'
Court
work. It is not unknown to
require a total of 20 advocates
on certain busy days to cope
with the various Courts sitting
throughout the Countv - needless to say, the majority on
such occasions are not County
Prosecuting Solicitors' staff.
He is conscious of the fact
that at times the outside advocates arrlve at court ill
equipped for their appointed
cases - when such an eventuality arises he would like to
be informed so that some
action may be taken to try and
prevent its recurrence. Conversely, when pains have
obviously been taken and a
praiseworthy performanceoccurs
he would like to know about
this also.
An accurate assesment of
the lengths to which Mr.
Hambrey Jones will go to
afford the best possible service
to the Force can he drawn from
the fact that he specifically
asked for his home telephone
number (Chelmsford 52549)
to be published in case urgent
matters need immediate attention.

Correction
In the November issue we
mistakenly stated in "Portrait"
that Bill Austin became
Finance Officer on January
1, 1969. This, of course,
should have been January 1,
1968.

Dog Watch
Due to an admirable feat
of driving skill by P.C. 1339
Kelly at Mayland on Friday,
14th November, 1969, the stray
dog that has plagued cduntless
Police drivers for many years
by appearing at scenes of otherwise inexplicable accidents involving Police vehicles has
finally been eliminated.
Thank you, P.C. Kelly, do
you think you can now find
that ubiquitous cat that has
caused similar consternation
in the past?
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I have received articles,
advertisments, cartoons
and nine sides of foolscap?

FORCE DOG TRIALS

That wastage
questionnaire
explained

their paces

By Brian Venner
Police Research and Development Branch
WE HAVE now received replies to the wastage
questionnaire from approximately 70 per cent of Force
members. Whereas this is a smaller proportion than I
had urigitially hoped for the additional material attached
to the questionnaires was considerably more than I had
expected. I have received articles, advertisements,. pay
slips, cartoons and added commentaries ranging from
one sentence to at least nine sides of foolscap. By the
time this article appears the codeable parts of the
questionnaires will be on punched cards and we shall
be analysing them.
Simply reading the added regret this to have been
remarks, which will amount so.
to checking somewhere
However, most members
between 600 and 700 have returned the forms.
essays, is going to take completed and
I am
some time in itself, let inclined to feel reasonably
alone summarising them satisfied that
I have
all so as not to do too obtained a good crossmuch injustice to the sectional set of views
contributors.
This will pertinent to manpower
delay, for a worth while wastage, for the most part
reason, my reporting back extremely conscientiously
on this work to the New presented.
Year.
In fact, although 1 was
Glancing at some of the very concerned to try to
questionnaires it is obvious design the questionnaire
that I was at fault in not so as to make the
introducing them more minimum of demands upon
comprehensively. Perhaps those asked to complete
a few further remarks are them, it is obvious that
in order here. When first many people have spent
this considerably more than
approached
about
problem one of my certaln 15 minutes on their replies
feelings was that I needed and I wo~lldlike to express
to find out the opinions my thanks here to all
of as many people in the respondents for the work
Force as I could possibly they have put into this
reach. The advantages of exercise. 1 only hope that
talking to people over all my own efforts will be as
other forms of communica- valuable to them as theirs
tion about matters as com- have been to me.
plex as manpower wastage
are too obvious to need confidential
re-stating.
The main disadvantage
The question of confijs that by the time one has dentiality has occurred on
talked to the
1900th a number of occasions.
Person in a group then Everyone involved has gone
a Year or two has passed to considerable trouble to
and the tirst person's ensure this. only 1 have
attitudes have very likely seen the questionnaires
changed together with some to date. They will have
of the issues involved. been seen by the punch
Therefore there has to be card
operators
during
a compromise by either codingdntirely under my
limiting the number of
at the H o m e
people. to whom one talks Office. It will be impossible
or uslng other methods. to identify any individual
1 felt it nWre inlportant from the cards alone and
to ensure that everyone they will be used for
had the opportunity to analysis of all but the freemake their opinions known hand commentaries. These
to me and so chose to latter will be chcu.ked
employ a questi(>nnaire. through and summarised
The one we used has its by myself and possibly a
own peculiar defjciencies non-police colleague from
1 am sure, but its main the Branch.
purpose was to Create a
Finally, although 1 have
one-way channel of in- a lot of evidence i n my
formation for everyone. office that the exercise has
1 tried to include as many been taken very seriously
items as possible in a form it is also pleasant to know
that could be analysed that many have obtained
without too much dit'fi- some fun out of it, too,
culty, whilst allowing room as
indicated
in
the
for any points not covered November issue of this
to be attached. The choice paper. In fact, I feel the
of words for the categories
published in.
used is a very difficult one that issue illustrates what
as those policemen I must be one of the fun&consulted in this Force lnclltal laws in survey
and in the Research and work-tllat
you cannot
Development Branch would design 3 form that will
.,.
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The second annual Force dog trials took place during November at Laindon and Headquarters. Although
the first days were marred by wet weather the final
day's trials on the Headquarters sports field were conducted in pleasant sunshine.
For the exhaustive hard track tests, searches for
property, irretrievable article exercises, and building
searches the examiner was P.s. Bob Williamson. His
comment afterwards was that the exercises were
"generally well carried out." However, he did notice
something which many policemen have known for some
time, that some police dogs are a bit too eager to test
their teeth at times.
Although there were some misfortunes in the property searches Barry McDonagh and Hardy, from Southend, scored a near maximum which helped them towards
their evelitual runner-up placing.
An
interesting aside ing enough without having
about Hardy goes back to cope wlth a new name
to the days when he was as well
he became
acqu~red by the Southend Hardy and never really
Force. His name then was noticed the difference.
Harvey. But Barry didn't
when the final day,s
fancy walking about with ,,lay - well, there were
a dog called Harvey, "More times when it looked like
l ~ k ca big white rabbit," ,,lay
began,
T~~~
was hls comment. But Collinson and Johnny, the
pol~cetraining was confus- ~
~
~
were
in
the lead wiih 425 marks,
with P.C. John Hill and
Kimble (Orsett) second
and the MchnaghIHardy
team third.

found the stick m i n culously in his mouth.
Both covered their surprises very well. And one
had to sympathise with
the "fugitives" who must
have lost count of the
times the dog aimed quite
properly at their sleeves
but caught hold of their

-

~

Last day
To the uninformed spectator the day's work was
rather confusing. Come
to that, there seemed to
be just one or two confused canines there too.
Some leapt on the fugitive
with such enthusiasm that
they really couldn't bear
to
let
go.
Anothel

"Over

the

little fingers by mistake:
all in the day's work.
To be fair, many of the
dogs were very impressive.
If they were eager, how
bad is that?
The
tests
included
obedience,
catching
a
fugitive and tackling men
armed with a stick and
with a gun.
The
most
obedient
hound turned out to be
that old one-time white
rabbit Hardy, who scored
a great 1891200. But close
behind were Len Breewood and Troy, another
Southend pair (1821200)
and when it came to the
criminal work Troy gave
an almost faultless display to push himself into
the lead. McDonagh and
Hardy held second place
and Bob Collinson and
Johnny were third. The
t
~
~top tour~ was completed
d
by P.c. Rod Barrett and
Rocky and these four
pairs now go forward to
the District Trials which
this Force will run at Deb-4
den in the sprlng.
Quite a Southend benefit with tirst, second and
fourth. The fourth do
Rocky,
incidental1
another who once
different
name,
When he joined the
there was already a
there so he had to
Rocky. How much CO
frision we could avoid
this could be done W
w;~ll we .g(-if . . dog\
.
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More than

1,000 replies
in dependants
referendum
By STAN SMITH

....
....
,.,.
....
....
....
....
::::::::
....
.... WHY are mice supposed to steal cheese ? It
....
.:.:.:.:
....
.... is part of our English literary heritage-the
:.:.:c
.... comic paper part at ally rate-but
how many
....
I:::::::.... people have ever seen them doing it?
....
....
....
....
....
....
Any way, why mice in particular? We
....
....
....
........
.... never hear of dogs stealing cheese. Or do we ?
....

::::::::
.... Well, cheese rolls are nearly the same, are they
....
:.....
:.:.:. not ?
....

....
....
....
....
....
....
;....
+....
:....
....

Constable Bunn, a dog handler at Southend, and a colleague, Constable Howell, were
....
.:.:.:.:
off to take part in the snuffling competition ....
....
.... sorry, the tracking tests-at
....
....
Laindon Army
....
....
2.;
Camp, part of the Annual Force Dog Trials.
....
....
...
They loaded up the van, dogs in the cages
....
....
....
:
.X:: at the back. and as he climbed into the front
...
....
:::;:;:
.... Adrian ~ o w e l l put his lunch, some cheese
....
:::::::
... rolls, inside his Wellingtons and threw them
....
:.:.X behind his seat.
....
....
....
....
....
Alas, they fell too close to the cage
....
..... occupied hy Bannan's Star, John Bunn's dog
<<:::;
.... who lost no time in eating rolls, Wellington
all-through the cage wire, of course.
......
..... tops and
Now, whether it was the cheese, the rolls
........
25
. or the rubber, no one will ever know, but
despite the pouring rain, or perhaps because
of i t d o g s are not daft, Bannan's Star made
short work of the track, finding his quarry in
S;double quick time.
5.......
::
An unfair advantage over the other dogs
.... who had not had a practise run before the
;,...
:....
S tests ? A new sales angle for the cheese manu5::::
.... facturers ? An illustrated example of the value
:S:?
,...
.... of a balanced diet ? 'I'he true happy ending
W??
.... is denied us because the Star of this tale did
:S::
not win the trials.
....
....
....
,'..
We snapped him when he came to head....
.... quarters
....
....
obedience and obstacle tests.
.,..
.... But whatforis the
he looking at ? Now where did
....
.... I leave my sandwiches ?

g.:
S. . : . ' . '
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....
,...
....
....
....
....
....

'THE returns of the referendum on methods of obtaining money for the dependants of serving police officers
within the Force have now been analysed, and will be
considered by the Joint Branch Board at their first
meeting in January.
Some of the results and a few observations are
reproduced in this article for the information of the
Force and it is hoped that they will foster discussion
and consideration by members on this most important
matter.
It is emphasised that the manner of presentation
and selection of items are not intended to persuade
members in any direction. All points of view have to
be considered and when the time comes for members
to opt for some course of action it is to be hoped that
they will be genuinely guided by their own consciences
and beliefs and not dragged along by a vociferous
"stirrer."
Some 235 memhers took the trouble to offer some
comment or suggestion and this is very gratifying. It
shows that a large number of the Force realise that we
are dealing with a very human problem which deserves
the highest personal consideration.
From a total of 1,900 the member had misunderp r o l o r m a s distributed stood the question above,
1,070 were returned com- this was allowed for in
pleted. Regrettably the the analysis.
....
views of Some 800 memFrom this second ques::$A:
S::: bers are not known, but, tion it is quite obvious that
the return is sufficient to the Benevolent Fund (5 14
:<:S:
( show the general trend against) and the Force
c*'.:
::::
of opinion, at least alnong Collection (41 1 against)
....
....
. . . . . those who care about this. were not as popular as the
....
S;:; ) problem. Although ideally Levy Scheme ( l28 against).
::::ii we would have liked a
~ h , third question....
M 100 per Cent return, the "Which system is conactual return figure is sidered the best" bore out
....
.... ( considered
....
reasonable for the results of the second
:;:;:;:;
:.:.:.:.
a referendum of this question because (898)
:....
::l ( nature and it is now up members came out in
$;....
;
to your elected represen- favour of the Levy as
....
....
tatives to decide on the against 135 for the Force
) best course of action to Collection and 68 for the
::::! take.
:.:.:.:.
Benevolent Fund as a
::::::::
means
of raising the
.... [ Few against
money required.
Of the 1,070 members
:;:::I$
.... (
A total of 873 mem....
who completed the pro- bers are prepared to sub....
forma, only 29 stated that scribe to the most popular
!;;c:::....
f:$;
[ in their opinion it was not system by majority vote.
necessary to raise money Here again one wonders
::i:;:::
:C>. :.
:.>:.:.
.... for the dependants of what is the view of the
j$z:
.... ( police officers who die abstainers. It may be that
:.<:.c::.::.: while still serving. One can most of these members
....
.... only guess whether this would be prepared to go
is character- along with the majority
;:::;::. percentage
istic in respect of the who feel strongly about
.... members failing to return this question of welfare.
....
.....
....
:....
.;.:.: ( their forms, or whether
.... they
....
are so disinterested Remarks analysed
....
....
...:.:.;
Turning to the members
or opposed to the idea that
thev would not contribute who made observations
an);way. We are unlikely on their forms, an analysis
ever to know and can of these remarks proonly take account of the duced the following points:
1. There is a very
views of those who have
strong
feeling among
made them known.
members that it is the
For some reason a
duty of every police
number of members apofficer to make some
peared to find difficulty
provision for his family
in
understanding
the
by way of personal inquestion of the systems
surance cover, and that
outlined that they were
no one should consider
NOT prepared to particithat merely by underpate in. Thc question was
taking to contribute to
so framed that the systems
any scheme of a charitnot favoured could be
able
nature so that his
easily identified by being
family might benefit if
left legible. Surely we all
something should hapknow the meaning of the
pen to him, he has done
word "legible"? One exhis bit for their welpects police officers to be
tare.
ihirly ' intelligent people
With
the
Police
and 1 am sure that those
Mr~tual
A
s
s
u
r
a
nce
members who read the
Society Endowment and
question carefully under"Panda" schemes; the
stood what was required.
many commercial inHowever, accepting that
surance schemes; the
it could have perhaps been
Federation "Return of
framed better, where it was
~r&nium" scheme; and
obvious from the answers
the Force Group Intn t h c t h i r d oilestion that
.S..
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surance scheme, available for a few shillings
a week, there is surely
no need for any police
officer to rely upon
charity for assistance
to his family upon his
premature
demise.
Many members make
the point that although
it is a common failing
among
the
younger
members to put off the
question of insurance,
none of us can expect
to live forever and no
one knows who is going
to "get the chop" next.
This truth has been
amply demonstrated by
the last three deaths of
serving officers in this
Force, whose ages were
2 7 , 3 1 and 33.

2. Several members
have
expressed
the
opinion that only those
dependants of officers
contributing
to
the
scheme should benefit
from it, with the Force
Benevolent Fund being
available to all.

3. Fifteen members
have said that the
Government should be
responsible for looking
after families of deceased
police officers.

4. O p i n i o n on
whether there should
be a sliding scale of
premiums according to
rank or income was
fairly evenly divided
among those who mentioned this aspect, with
17 for and 14 against.

5. Forty members
indicated that they consider that the Levy
should be higher than
the proposed 51-, with
1 1 members considering
that the figure is too
high.

*

*

*

Comments
Some extracts from
comments made by members in their proformas
are reproduced below to
'show how members feel
about certain aspects, and
I hope that they will become talking points so
that members who wish
to make a contribution
to the discussions by the
Joint Branch Board may
contact their representatives and put their views
forward.
"I have taken sufficient
precautions to ensure that
my
wife
and
children
would he adequately provided for
however, if
you have a system, I a m
prepared to participate in
the Levy scheme which
worked well in my last
Force and, I know, has all
the advantages outlined in
the leaflet and no disadvantages."

...

"1 suggest that
collected should
buted in direct
to the need of
ficiary."

the money
be distriproportion
the bene-

"P strongly disagree with
the suggestion that the scale
of
payment
should
be
geared to the circumstances
of the case. This is a means
test which we have no

5

moral right to conduct. 'The
payment shoulcl he the same
in all rases."

"Why not have a Fund
into which all the present
collections are pooled? We
would then all know what
we are paying for and with
a good committee elected
constitutionally to distribute
the assets in the best possible manner, the question
of
separate
collections
would not arise."

"There
should he a n
age limit %et o n the age of
a person receiving benefit.
Con\tahler and sergeants
have to retirc :at 55 whereas senior officers can go
until 60. An age limit of
55 5hould be inserted."

"I am quite satisfied with
the present system of a
Force Collection. I think
that each individual off~cer
should be allowed to give
what he wishes to anyone
he thinks is deserving."

"I vote for a Voluntary
Levy but will only permit
a maximum of 216 to be
deducted."

"What if there is more
than one death a month?"

". . .

the Levy should
be 6 1 per person."

I would like to correct
one or two impressions
members
have
which
about the Police Dependants Trust Fund and the
pension awarded to an
officer who is killed on
duty. The Police Dependants Trust Fund is only
designed to assist the
dependants
of
police
officers who are killed or
injured on police duty,
or through enemy action
while on duty. It is not
a fund from which payments can be made after
death by natural causes
or by accident while not
on duty. When a police
officer is killed or injured
off duty he is treated in
the same manner as people
in other professions.
The Police Authority
is empowered to grant a
special pension and a
gratuity to the widows of
police officers killed on
duty, and we in this Force
have had a recent case in
which the widow was quite
generously treated.

Working Party
The Chief Constable
has recently charged Mr.
Duke (A.C.C. P. & 1.)
with the setting up of a
representative W o r k i n g
party or committee td
probe into the whole ques-,
tion of welfare funds in the
Force. This group will
attempt to determine the
problems and needs and
will
consider
all the
alternatives
which
are
likely to rationalise the
position. Suggestions and
ideas will be welcomed
by this committee and all
such thoughts should be
forwarded to the Force
Welfare Officer so that
they can be considered.
Here is a chance for this
whole question of Force
Welfare to be considered
in depth by all sides and
there is a good chance that
this very important matter
can be finalised in such
a way that it will find
favour with all members.
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THE past month in Cadet
sporting circles, has been
marked more by variety
than by success, although
as the Cadet Corps is at
present numerically weak,
victories are all the more
pleasing.

Netball
In their first match, the
girls travelled to Chelmsford C.H.S., where, by
good team work, they won
by 1 1-8, the scorers being
J . Hales and P. Cole,
Others in the team were
J . Hopkins, L. Grimwade,
A. Grange, L. Chalkley,
and J . Trollope.

Cross Country
In their first match as
a Cadet team against the
City of London Cadets
on 26th November, the
Cadets took
advantage
of knowing their home
course by winning 9 1-127
at 10 to score. Thc City
runner Lowly put up the
excellent time of 30m. 39s.
for the full 5 miles course,
and left his nearest challengers, M. Barlow (33m
18s) and R. Madden (33m
32s) far behind, although
both of these put up their
best times for this course.
Other home team scorers
were G. Blois, R. Hammond, C. Whiting, M.
Grout, G. Egerton, J .
Weatherley, M. Puttick
and S. Sugden.

Football
Only one match was
played during November,
when the team visited Hatfield to take on the strong
Hertfordshire lads. The
game was played in foul
weather with a near gale
carrying stinging rain from
end to end.
The Cadets lost a toss
which would have been
a good one to win and
had to play the first half
into the wind. They did
not hold out for long, and
once Herts., had scored,

Cricket Review

Herts., got 4 more to reach
double figures.

I

In their first competition
of the winter, the school
played a 3-set match
against Chelmsford Volleyball Club and scored an
overall win of 4 games to
3. Two full sides were on
court and both won their
matches.
Against the stronger
Mid-Essex Tech. team the
following week, Cadets
came unstuck to the tune
of 5-3 although they
played better than before
and are obviously fast
learning
- the correct techniques of "setting" and
"smashing."

Basketball
-V- K.E.G.S., Chelmsford.

Where have I
all the
runners gone? I

A MARK of just how good the
weather was last summer is the fact that
of 18 games arranged for the Force
team only two were rained off. Of the
remainder 10 resulted in wins while
only three were lost.
With captain Barry Tarbun away L
4
from the county at the Police College FOR the second race of the South East Police League
during the summer - though he at Bedford in early November, the Force team presented
usually turned up at weekends to play a sorry spectacle because one after another the team
- the team held together wonderfully dropped out. The cadet team was left to uphold the
although there were times when getting honour of the County and right well they did it.
11 men actually on to the field was not
Against much older oppo- Biddle 59th and Jaggs 60th:
easy.
sition they set off boldly, 62 runners finished.
During the season new faces made Puttick holding a high position
Without adult support this
their appearance for the team, includ- as the field circled the stadium effort was still only good
headed into the country. enough to take eighth team
ing Alan Cooke (Halstead), David and
He was soon forced to drop place but as not too much
Rogers and Roy White (Braintree), and back but Barlow ran a steady ground was lost our overall
Derek Cass (H.Q.). Captain Barry Tar-, race to lead the team home league position drops only to
fifth. Winners of this race were
bun hopes they will be available next in 17th position.
Next home was a below-form Sussex who narrowly outran
season to ease his manpower problem.
Green in 34th place followed Hertfordshire,
last
months
A player the team were by Whiting 42nd, Puttick 47th victors. City of London were
pleased to have in their Sugden 48th, Grout 50th. againthird.
ranks, instead of in opposition as he has been in
Overall team position after two
the past when playing for
races:the "Borough," was Roger
1. Hertfordshire . . . . . . . . . . . 589
Culham of Leigh. A good
2. Sussex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 583
all rounder Roger topped
3. City of London . . . . . . . . . 530
4. Thames Valley . . . . . . . . . 377
the bowling averages but
5. Essex & Southend . . . . . . 338
was unfortunately out of
6. Kent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 309
7. Beds. and Luton . . . . . . . . 229
touch with the bat, a situ8. Surrey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158
ation which should alter
Indoor Games
next season.
Fitness Counts
Recent snooker results include

I

Volleyball

November 5, 1969.
The cadets fielded a full
side for this match, but werc
very slow to settle down and
the play for the majority of the
first half was very scrapDv. The
cadets seemed unable to get
the ball through the ring and
at the end of the first half the
score stood four for the cadets
against 14 for the school.
victories for both Southend
After a quick tactical talk divisions: East beating Basildon No P.A.A. contest
and a few changes the cadets 7-3, and West defeating Clacton
took on a new look in the by the same score. At billiards
Due to districts being resecond half and some good they were slightly less successful
play by Fletcher and Blois for while West beat Clacton organised the P.A.A. competisoon pushed the score up. The 4-1, East lost to Colchester by tion did not take place this year
but 1970 will see the rebirth
cadets scored 20 to the school's l 2-3.
of this tournament when the
28 in the second half. At the
draw will be:final whistle the score was
school 42. cadets 24.
I
ZONE l
scorers were:
Kent v. Sussex
F'etcherHastRifle Shooting
points, Blois 6 points,
Surrey v. Hampshire
ings 6 points, Pickford 4
In the first round of the interZONE 2
points.
(divisional competition Clacton
The cadet school's third had a decisive win over Basildon
Thames Valley v. City of London
or Beds. & Luton
match of the year resulted in by 1067-980,
Hertfordshire v . Essex and Southanother defeat by the heavy
end.
margin of 78-26. Colchester
Tech took a good lead in the
The team's thanks go to Bill
first few minutes and steadilv
Table Tennis
Austin for his excellent umpir- With time to grin Mick Barlow
increased it throughout the
ing throughout the season.
passes the three-quarter distance.
game. Against an
team
The Grays team lost only one
Taking 17th plafe he led the team
the cadets few attacks secured match in beating ~ h ~ l ~ ~ f ~ ~ d
In.
few points although a definite by 7-1. This was a first round
AVERAGES
rmprovement In their standard --.-L
of - play was evident. ~ e o r e r s IllillC11.
Batting -five or more innings to qualify.
were Fletcher 8, Hammond 4,
Parsons 2, Hastings 4, BradRuns Hst. Score Inns.
N.O.
Ave.
shaw 4, and Blois 2.
Football
Tarbun . . . . . . . . . . . 409
60
15
0
27.2
Against the Mid-Essex-l'ech
11
4
25.7
44"
Grainger . . . . . . . . . 180
in their next match the team
39
11
0
19.7
Chelmsford also lost interest Croot . . . . . . . . . . . . 217
put, o n a better show to notch i n the football
29
13
1
15.5
when Reed . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186
their highest total yet, 37 In
. . . . . . . . . . . 45
32
5
2
15.0
losing
to
~
~
~
by
i
l
d
~
Rogers
~
answer to 50 by the opposition.
Nicholls . . . . . . . . . . 75
19
9
0
8.3
Settling down much more
Henry . . . . . . . . . . .
40
28"
6
1
quickly they picked up 20
Gould . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
17
10
1
points in the first half and in
Walkover
Cook . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
30"
12
2
7.8
'

l
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That this is a sport which
places a premium on fitness
the Force team are fast discovering. The Herts squad, top
of the league, is made up en-,
tirely of cadets and they are
starting to make a habit of this
monthly display of super-fitness.
Another chance to see ali
these teams in action o n our
ground will be on January 7,
when
the
Regional
cross
country championship takes
place at Chelmsford, on the
Baddow Meads course, when it
is hoped that Chris Carter, the
Sussex international track star,
will be back on top form, but
he will have to go to beat
Wayland, the Surrey man who
won last month's league race at
Bedford.

Fish
were

was 6-0. It was the 'ld Blois 10, Hammond 8,
Story at half time because shaw 6, Weatherley 2, Parson
the wind dropped and l.

Colchester v. Clacton

Bowling-20

overs or more to qualify.

Grainger . . . . . l 1 5
Johnson . . . . . . 41
Nicholls . . . . . . 71
Barham . . . . . . 20

BIG FISH STORY
ON 27th November on Clacton Town's Old Road
Ground what amounted to a needle match in the Collinge Cup took place between those two great rivals, the
northern-most divisions in the county, Colchester and
Clacton.
Clacton had for years been Colchester's bogey tea
and had n o intention of becoming anything else on th
day as they set 01.1' at a cracking pace, hammering aw
at the Colchester defence. The Colchester back divisi
seemed jittery in face of the known ability of Clacto
John Rhyrncs and he is was who opened the scor
with a lucky but well snappcd up goal to put the s
siders in thc lead.
Colclicster werc relying tinued to dominate
on defence at this stage the turn-round score
and leaving too much to still 1-0 in their favour.
theiy foxwards who weye
In the tkrd qwxte
to break the game Colchester'
quite
through without support fenders began to

7
i
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Guess work
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Mr. Ennals in one of his
speeches, made some reference
to the Police Pensions being
left at the same level as now,
with adjustments being made
at age 65. It would appear that
an approach may be made for
us to pay less for our Police
Pension up to the date we
retire, we then may receive the
full Police Pension until 65,
and then have a reduction in
Police Pension when we receive
the new State Pension. All this
is conjecture and it is no good
anyone asking me to justify my
remarks with facts-there
are
just aren't any. As soon as
there is any word of fact or
suggestion 1 promise that the
membership (contributors or
not) will be notified by the
fastest possible means. Be
assured that Federation policy
will always be to demand value
for money, that existing rights
are maintained, and that our
aim is to remove financial fears
from our members in advancing
age.
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By Stan Srnith
ji:....
........ Pensions
......
........ At a Federation meeting at
Norwich on 26th November,

staged by the Joint Branch
Bomd of the Norfolk Joint
,.
,
. Police, the Joint Central ComThe G.P.O. is advermittee were accu5cd of employing the same public relations
. tising vacancies in Lon- man
responsible for the "Schh
3 don for Investigation 3::
-you
know who" type of
.. Officers Class II. Their :S advertisement,
becaow there
:
j
:
Duties
will
be
broadly
.
.
appears to be a cloak of
....
.:S:. similar to those under- :;:; secrecy over the likely effects
::::taken
..
by the unit of !: of the Gover11menP5 new penproposal5 in regard to the
.. serving Metropolitan ;:i %ion
Police Force.
:?
Police
C.I.D.
officers
;:::
.. Dick Pampl~n, the guest
..
5:: already seconded to
speaker, strongly denied t h ~ s ,
White Papers, coupled with
:8the Post Office Inves- .... saylng that the official s ~ d e the
the contents of speeches made
have
not
yet
produced
any
.
::j
..
..tigation Division.
or talkmg p o ~ n t sfor by various people concerned
3.. Travel to all parts . proposals
the Jornt Central Committee in pension matters, 1 would like
to make one or two observa1% of the U.K. may be re- >?
- - e ~ t h e rattack or to make a
.-. to
.
r
quired. Aworking week .:.: study of. They are being urged tlons.
be forceful and attack any- Contracting out
Editor's note
of 41 hrs. is normally ... to
thing which might worsen our
we must all realise that
worked but hours can 2 conditions. How can they theFirst,
The J.B.B. has now issued
prerogative of deciding
be long and irregular.
A 5-page document entitled
attack something which isn't whether we are contracted In
These posts are suit- F: there yet? If they use.all their or out of the scheme lies solely " National Superannuation
and the Pdlice." It explains
, , energy chas~ng a "w~ll-of-the- with the employers. Although
able for police officers :A,
wisp" they will be exhausted we can make representations,
in words of many syllables,
..,
of Sergeant rank or 2;
illustrated by charts, what
.X when tthe time comes to put they have the final say. We
above who are retiring ,.,E all their efforts into negotiating cannot even rely upon a change the scheme is a11 about but
as can be gauged from one
the best possible terms. None of Government to give us
. , shortly or have recently
of the sub-headings, "An
of the White Papers have dealt better terms, as both the other
:S?
,.. retired after long serthe peculiar problems of major
attempt to picture what
parties
have
been
...vice including C.I.D. with
5:
the Police Service. The pro- working on schemes of a
may happen in two different
%work
in Met. Police
posals are so complex that even similar nature and have said
examples" (how indefinite
,.,
Z
. or neighbouring Force. the experts are having difficulty that they would, perhaps, make could they get) nothing con:'?: Good health essential. in understanding them. It is "modifications" to the Govern- crete is revealed.
quite obvious that Federation ment's scheme, and unless they
Starting salary of
funds will have to be used to come out firmly with any pro*.
Now a short piece on pay.
,:2 f1,280 rising to f1,816.
obtain the services of the most mises that our rights will be
# Com~ensation
foroverexvert specialists in this field. fully protected, we cannot From all sides we are being
(~Gcideniall~
there are still a expect much help from those urged to be more militant. It
time: non-contributory
all depands on what the word
few leeches on our backs who quarters.
means. We all know that we
are not prepared to pay into
As I see it, if we are con- cannot strike and it is obvious
Federation funds. Not many, tracted in. we shall have to vav
about twenty in all, ot all some 13%of our pay to be ehg- to all but the most "bolshie"
ranks. I hope that their con- ibre for all the benefits of both among us that we just could
sciences which stop them from the State and Police Pension not abandon the streets of this
contributing will be strong Schemes. On top of the Grad- country to the Mob who, as
enough to stop them from uated Pensions Scheme at events proved in Montreal
accepting any benefits gained present in operation (if this is recently, would be quick to take
advantage ot the public, who,
with other members' money.
still operative after 1972), taxaAlthough I do not wish to tion. and all the other stov- after all, we have pledged to
start any rumours, and at the pag,s, this will amount to -a serve. There is undoubtedly a
risk of being accused of talking tidy sum. 1t will be of benefit great feeling of despondency
out of the back of my head, to those officers nearing the among members throughout
from the details published in end ,f their service. but what the Country, because we are
falling behind the rest of the
*lgi of the younger men who have community in relation to pay,
and it is felt that only by
threatening to take militant
case, who can guarantee that action can we expect to force
in ten years or so, another the Government to take any
scheme will not be produced notice of a just claim.
which will nullifv evervthine
Again the Joint Central
Committee have been asked
why they have not made a stir
people to "blow the lot" and in the national press. One must
let the State look after us in realise, though, that we cannot
later years is being pandered dictate to the Press what they
Reference your photograph of "Ladies," "Gentlemea" ( to. Most of us are kept in the should print. They only want
and "Aliens" in The Law, the Aliens' Office door often Service by a number of reasons, views expessed in terms which
make sensational reading. This
opens slightly and a voice is heard to say: 'Wo11g Wun."
obvious from the over
Contributed years of service to the com- is
exposure of the violent views
I
1 munltv. ~n addit~onto the State of the vociferous minorities.
pensid" which we have also Unless we can say things which
contributed to, must surely be they think has public interest,
the biggest single factor. esjust don't want to know.
11 pecially-after one has reached they
Remember that we have been
middle service age.
caught up in the Government's
If we are contracted out we squeeze, and the White Papers
are likelv to have to oav more are backed by law.
for the same benefits' we now
This situation should end
e ~ J o y .Dick Pamptin estimates in December and we may be
that those of us in the esti- able to make more impact when
mated L30 a week bracket pay the backing of law has lapsed
some 4% towards the State -we
shall have to wait and
FIGHTS
SYMPTOMS
scheme, but those members in see. Remember also, that the
Q ORIM ,
the lower bracket pay some Federation Committee members
a JEna,*~'s / wm-DRiVES OFF
5.75% (including Rent Allow- are also subject to Police disWITNEIS
NS
WITH WEATH*WIUI
ance) towards the scheme, so cipline and they cannot make
T/ "ARE XX) DRUNK'?'
even now there appears to be any move which can be conCAHT FILL
some variation since the latest strued as an offence against
BRINGS OWN C O H M E R
BOrrLE
rise in graduated pension con- the Discipline Code.
HE IS
/
SUmEffl
tributions. I can't vouch for
\READS
&E€z
It has been said that if the
I
his figures as 1 am one of the Arbitration Committees Cannot
COMMITS MOV(ffi
'NOT GUILTY'
FAILS TO
W K OTFEUCE
"ignorant
masses"
when
it
HAS HAEMOT(RICE
say that they are looking at
mcmwMc
IN STATION
\
/
comes to understanding the a pay claim merely on the
ARREST
schemes. but I have confidence justice of the case, but must
/
in his integrity and ability, and take into account the policy
ASKS FOR
ARREST
SOUCITOR
believe him when he says that of the Government, then we
the Joint Central Committee shall be wasting our time tak\
EURSTS'
will fight their hardest to make ing a case before them.
BAG
&GAT::C&
TUM
sure that the best possible deal
It may well be that we shall
/
wrung from the negotia- all be asked to give backing
ARREST
RECOUNT
to the Joint Central Committee
I
IS W( WCR
when they reject any pay offers
OFFERS M R E R
F U J TLST
-TOR
- IN STREn
made that do not match up
AT STATION
/ -AT
to our requirements until such
-EATS
TUsE
time as our demands are met.
This may mean some hardship
/'
CHALET (brick-built) to let, for the lower paid members in
INFORMS A.&
on very pleasant site in the interim period, but we must
beautiful
surroundings at remembers that once we have
RLFUSF.S TO
Looe, Cornwall. Swimming accepted an offer, it will be two
LEAVE STATION
RE7;~;sT~~~~
pool and club on site, which years or so before we can again
IS SkK ON J
is
overlooking the sea at go forward for another increase.
7 A R O O M -ARL%s?
URINATES IN
Talland
Bay. Chalet sleeps We need to make up the leaSTATIW
YCIOD
ASKS OTFICER
six and it is fully equipped way we have lost in recent years
1 %W \
/
ASKS o m c ~ a with every convenience. Ideal before we can agree to a settlefor a reasonable " off-season" ment, and if we keep on refus1
CALU IN PUB
CHEWS Mc
ON WAY TO STATlffl
holiday. Contact, Sergeant ing a settlement we shall get
Craig Bailey, Harlow Police the publicity we require for our
case.
Station
This is the type of militancy
FOR SALE: 1966 Viva van. which is open to us, together
new
clutch,
tested,
f
170
o.n.o.
with the lobbying of Members
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By the time th15 w u e 15 pubI~shed, the annual Branch
Board Election5 will be under
way All of you are urged to
vote Don't be apathetic. Some
people say that the Federatlon
Ir useless and 15 not worth
w h ~ l e Don't you belleve it'
Q u ~ t e a number of Improvements in c o n d ~ t ~ o nhave
s
been
brought about by Federation
act~vlty, even though, perhaps
th~ngshave not moved as fast
a\ we would Ilke. In any case,
even a Federatlon without quite
the power we need IS better
than hav~ng no negotiating
body at all. I am sure that all
4enslble people will see the
truth of thls, and we MUST
be organ~sedand stick together
lf we are to galn any advantages Once we fall into a
leaderless rabble we are lost.
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l The breathalvser
procedure
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WIVES
HELPED
An exercise is at present
under way to look into the
problems of the allocation of
annual leave. A working party
will shortly meet to consider
various methods of fairly
allocating periods, and suggestions are invited from
members on ways to implement
a scheme which is better than
the resent one. It may well
be tfat after a look at some
other schemes we shall come
back to the present one, but
at least we shall have made the
attempt to achieve something
better.

2..

----

A'T 7.30 p.m. on Monday,
2211d December, 1969, in
thc Assenibly Hall, Headqnarters, with music of
a seasonal tlavour, and
other works from the
repertoire of the Force
Isand. All wclcome: Coilertion in aid of the
Rand F'l~nd.

- - - - ~ -
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Band
Concert
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John Drage of Grays
has asked us to point
out that we may have
misled everyone last
month over the great
Grays jumble sale. He
says that although the
wives were a tower of
s t r e n g t h, fetching,
carrying, cadging as
only wives can, the
event
was
actually
organised by the Grays
sub-division.
The sum raised was
£109, which, added to
the £177 raised by
Oskendon sub
division's effort early in
the year makes a fine
contribution
to
the
Stonham fund.

-

As this will be the last issue
before Christmas, and I can't
afford to send you all Christmas Cards, I would just like
to jump on the bandwagon and
wish you all a Merry Christmas. We, as Federation representatives, cannot promise you
that everything in the garden
will be rosy next year, but we
can promise all members that
we shall work towards the
targets we have set ourselves,
and which have been set for
us, with all the purpose at our
command. After all we are just
the same as you.

PENSIONS
Fro111page 1.

CADET
PAY RISE
AGREEMENT has been
reached that from the 1st
January, 1970, Cadets'
rates of p?y will be
increased. Thls, of course,
is one field where there
is equal pay for women.
The new rates will be as
follows:Present New

Age

~22 in;

when
Scale
Scale
~ this~ hap17 . . . . . . £390
£408
pens?" as Stan Smith said Under
17 years . . . . . . . . E425
£441
at Sbuthend on Septem- 18 years . . . . . . . . £470
£501
£552
ber
1 1. Nearly three 19 years . . . . . . . . £505
months and many resignaThe good news was broken
tions later the answer is to the school cadets when they
still "We do not know."
had just returned from a six
mile bash. Commented one,
"Well, we've earned it haven't
we?"

To cost more
Policemen already have
experience of paying state
pension contributions with
the prospect of getting no
return for them. The daunting part about this new
scheme is that it promises
to repeat this process.
Policemen will have to pay
full or part contributions
into both schemes, and
these will obviously exceed what they are baying
into the police pension
fund now, to get the same
amount out.
And if an extra £ 1 is
taken away each week
while he is a young copper,
is this any different from
reducing his pension by
£1 per week when he is
an old pensioner?
It adds up to the same
thing in the end.
The Law adds its voice
to those who are already
calling upon. the government to get on with it before irreperable damage
is done to police manpower. At present nien are
leaving faster than they
can be taken in. Can the

.............
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WIVES
From page 3.

both practical and acceptable.
The last in my list of
priority irritations is decorating. Many people don't
get the decorating that they
feel needs doing approved
by the county so they
resort to "do it yourself."
If they were given a grant
of say £5 towards the cost
of material which could
be agreed at the annual
house inspection, perhaps
excluding the kitchen as
well as the hall, landing
and stairs as at present,
1 think many people would
go to the trouble of keeping their living and bedrooms in a good state of
decoration and this could
even result in a lower
decoration b~ll for the
county.
It is the everyday
irritations which make
people resign. Policemen
are not asking for gilt on
4L,.
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